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Abstract We proposed a framework, called Risk-Oriented joB dispAtching for mobiLe 
workj^Orce management system (ROBALO), to ease the tension between (a) the 
reliability requirement to serve a job request, and (b) the cost of the job's as- 
signment. In ROBALO, the risks for workers to execute a job are taken into 
consideration. Such consideration is especially useful in the scenario of mobile 
workforce management because mobile workers usually meet unexpected situa- 
tions in the field. Therefore, we can find the job assignment with the minimum 
cost under a certain degree of risk. Therefore, the job dispatcher can reserve 
enough resources and make enough preparations for a incident. In tradition, job 
dispatching mechanism usually take exception handling processes to deal with 
the failure of job execution. Compared to this approach, the time to discover the 
failure can be saved because we try to do things right at the first time. 

Keywords: Mobile Workforce Management System, Online Job Dispatching, Risk Manage- 
ment 

1. Introduction 
As the advances of wireless technologies and hand-held computers, orga- 

nizations are willing and able to deploy their Mobile Workforce Management 
Systems (MWMSs), especially when their workers, such as sales, maintenance 
technicians, house care doctors, ......, need to deliver services in the field. Gen- 
erally speaking, MWMSs can help organizations increase productivity by elim- 
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inating paperwork, arming technicians with more information at the point of 
performance, and capturing work completion data for enhanced management 
functions, etc. Hamilton, 2003,Sairamesh et al., 2004. 

The main features of MWMSs includes Guido et al., 1998,Appelbald and 
Lonn, 2004: (1)Automatic job dispatching: automatically plan and dispatch 
job to field technicians or workforce; (2)Worljcorceforecasting: find out what 
effect a change in future workload; (3)Schedule optimization: let the system 
optimize an already existing and planned schedule; (4)GWGPS support; (5) 
Mobility support: support the workforce and make the workforce system avail- 
able via some sort of mobile device; (6) Monitoring: monitor the progress of 
assigned job; (7)Exception handling. 

Among these features, we focus on the job dispatching (especially the on- 
line job dispatching model) in this article. The main goal of job dispatching 
in MWMSs is to assign right people to satisfy a job request in the field under 
the constraints of time. Traditional job dispatching schemes usually treat fail- 
ure of job execution as exceptions and take actions after failure is discovered. 
Obviously, the time to discover the failure is wasted in this case. 

In light of this, we propose the Risk-Oriented joB dispAtching for mobiLe 
workforce management system (ROBALO). Simply speaking, ROBALO pre- 
dicts the risk (or the expected loss) for works to finish a job assignment suc- 
cessfully based on the workers' capacities, statuses, and historical work expe- 
riences. When a job request is received, the request will be dispatched to work- 
ers so that the risk for the assignment can be controlled under a certain degree. 
Such consideration is especially useful in the scenario of MWMS because mo- 
bile workers usually meet unexpected situations in the field. In addition, while 
the cost for a person to execute a job is considered, our algorithm can find the 
assignment with the minimum cost under the degree of risk. 

While we take risk into consideration, the following benefits can be achieved: 

The time to discover the failure can be saved because we try to do things 
right at the first time. It is especially important in the situation that time 
is critical. 

We provide a systematic approach to ease the tension between reliability 
and cost. Intuitively, the more number of workers are assigned to execute 
a job, the lower probability of failure. However, the more number of 
workers usually means the higher cost. While our approach finds the 
assignment with the minimum cost under a certain degree of risk, the 
requirement of reliability and cost can be balanced. 

With the risk information, job dispatcher can reserve some resources and 
make some preparations for the incident. For example, a dispatching 
center can have some insurance and transfer the risk to others. 
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While we use the workers' experience and other historical data to calcu- 
late the risk, our approach can be self-adaptive to the real world. Obvi- 
ously, the estimation of risk can become more precise while more his- 
torical data can be obtained. 

The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section 2 surveys related 
work on job dispatching on mobile workforce management. Section 3 gives 
an overview of the framework. Sections 4-6 discuss key components in the 
framework. Conclusions and future work are offered in Section 7. 

2. Related Work 
Traditional job dispatching methodologies can be classified into the follow- 

ing two categories: ( I )  the batch model and (2) the online model. 
The batch model assumes that the job requests and available workers are 

known in advanced. Then the available workers are assigned to deal with these 
given jobs. For example, the classical job assignment problem in operation 
research domain tries to find a optimal solution of assigning n jobs to n workers 
with minimum cost while the cost of assigning worker i to job j is known Taha, 
2003. 

The batch model is useful for assigning the routine or scheduled jobs. How- 
ever, in some cases, we cannot know every job requests in priori. For example, 
an emergency center may receive an emergency call from a injured person and 
need to dispatch an ambulance to take himker to a nearby hospital. At this 
point, we can use online model to assign one or more workers to serve the 
incoming request. 

We focus on the online model in this article (applying our system to the 
batch model is left to our future work). Current online job dispatching schemes 
usually assign workers to serve a incoming job request based on the workers' 
cost, capabilities, or current statuses. For example, HAMS (Healthcare Alert 
Management System)Chiu et al., 2004,Aydin et al., 2004 classifies staffs in a 
hospital into different roles based on their capacities. And each kind of tasks 
(or alerts) can only be assigned to the staffs with appropriate roles. When 
a alert is triggered, HAMS select a person from the available staff members 
who can play the roles required for the alert and dispatches the alert to the 
himker. The SOS Alarm Normark, 2002 dispatch ambulances for emergency 
calls based on the proximity to the ambulance stations and the status of each 
ambulance. 

Besides workers' capacities and statuses, we propose to take the probability 
that a person may fail to finish a job into consideration and use risks as a 
factor for job assignment in this article. Our ROBALO system assigns just 
enough workers so that a job can be finished within a specified level of risk. 
At the point of dealing with the failure of job execution, traditional online job 
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dispatching systems usually initiate their exception handling processes while 
assigned workers fail to finish a job. For example, HAMS Chiu et al., 2004, 
Aydin et al., 2004 sends messages to all staffs with the same role as it finds 
that a staff does not confirm a job assignment. Intuitively, in comparison with 
traditional exception handling approach, the time to discover the failure can be 
saved because we can make some "preparation" (e.g., we can assign another 
person as backup) while the job is dispatching. 

3. System Overview 
The architecture of ROBALO can be depicted in Figure 1. First of all, we 

maintain the following information for job dispatching: 

The projiles of worvorce contains workers' basic information, capaci- 
ties, and other demographic information. 

The current statuses of the worvorce include workers' current location, 
availability information, etc. tracked by the status monitor (How to mon- 
itor the statuses is beyond the scope of this article). 

rn The cost matrix contains the cost for a person to execute a job. 

The job execution historical logs record the results for a worker or a 
working group to execute a job. 

w The past impact logs the loss when a job is failed to execute. 

Figure 2 shows the process of job dispatching. When a job request is re- 
ceived, the Request Handler parses the request to extract the context infor- 
mation from the request and generate constraints of the job. The Candidate 
Filter then uses these constraints to filter out unqualified workers and obtains 
a candidate list for this job. 

In this article, we treat a risk as the expected loss when a job fails. And 
it can be calculated from a combinational function of loss expectancy and the 
probability of failure (the formal definition is shown in Section 6). Therefore, 
after the request context and candidate list are obtained from the above steps, 
the Impact Evaluator predicts the loss if the job cannot be finished on time 
based on the context of request and past impact history. On the other hand, 
the Failure Probability Evaluator predicts the probability of failure from the 
request context, the profiles of workforce, the workforce's current statuses and 
job execution historical logs. 

With the predicted impacts and failure probability, the Worker Selection then 
calculates the risk for a worker or working group to execute and select the 
workers to execute the job. Finally, the Job Dispatcher dispatches the result of 
job assignment to the selected workers. 
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Figure I .  ROBALO Architecture 
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Impact Evaluator 

Figure 3. The 110 of the Impact Evaluator 

4. Impact Evaluation 
Figure 3 shows the input and output of the Impact Evaluator. First of all, the 

context of a request can be defined as follows: 

DEFINITION 1 (CONTEXT) The context of a request r (we denote it as C,) is 
represented by a m-ary tuple: (el, c2,. . . . . ., c,). Each ci represents an attribute 
or a feature of the context. 

With the definition of context, we can further define the impact history: 

DEFINITION 2 (IMPACT HISTORY) The impact history H can be defined 
as a set of tuple (Ci, I,;). For a past failure request Ri, Ci is the context of 
this request. And Ii is the loss incurred from the failure execution of the job 
request. 

The output of the Impact Evaluator is the prediction of the loss when the 
request r cannot be finished on time (we denote it as SLE(CT,  H)).  The tra- 
ditional linear discriminant analysis methodology Fisher, 1936,Devijver and 
Kittler, 1982 can be used as follows: 

First, we classify the amount of loss into several classes. For example, 
we can divide the amount of loss into five classes as Table 1. For each 
value in Classi and Classj, the value in Classi is less than the value in 
C lass j  if i is less than j. 

rn Secondly, for each adjacent class, find the linear discriminant function 
gi,i+l with the impact history H ,  where gi,i+l(X) = x l < k < m ( ~ k  x 
xk + vo) and X is a m-ary tuple: (x1,x2 ,......, xm). Theselhear dis- 
criminant functions are re-calculated every some period of time so that 
these functions can reflect the up-to-date scenarios. For a tuple X ,  if 
S ~ , ~ + ~ ( X )  5 0, X belongs to Classk where k < i. Otherwise, X be- 
longs to Classl  where 1 > i. 
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1 .m = the number of classes 
2for  i=l, i i m - 1  
3. ifgi,i+l (CR) < 0 then CR belongs to classi 
4.next i 
5.CR belongs to classm 

Figure 4. The Algorithm for Context Classification. 

w Finally, when a context C ,  is received, we calculate with class C ,  as 
shown in Figure 4. And the ceiling of the range of the class is returned 
as SLE(C,, H). 

Table I .  Classification of Impacts 

Class Range 

5. Probability Evaluation 
As shown in Figure 5, the Probability Evaluator predicts the probability that 

a working unit fails to finish a job under the context of the received request. 
Besides context, we have the following definitions: 

DEFINITION 3 (WORKING UNIT) A working unit W, is the minimum set 
that can be assigned to serve a request r. Supposed that the universal set of 
workers is U (U = {ui 1 ui i s  a worker}), W, E U*. 

DEFINITION 4 (JOB EXECUTION HISTORIES) The job execution history 
E H  can be defned as a set of tuple (Ci, kVi, 8,;). For a past job request 
Ri, Ci is the context of this request, Wi is the work unit assigned to execute the 
job, and Si is its result (either success or failure). 

DEFINITION 5 (PROFILES OF WORKFORCE) The currentprofiles ofwork- 
force W P  is represented by a set of x-ary tuple: (wpil,wpi2, ..,..., wpiJ .  Each 
wpij represents an attribute or a feature of the worker ui 's profile. 
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DEFINITION 6 (WORKFORCE STATUSES) Similar to the projles of work- 
force, the current statuses of workers W S  is represented by a set ofy-ary tuple: 
(wsil, W S ~ ~ ,  ......, W S ~ ~ ) .  Each wsij  represents a kind of status of the worker ui. 

To make it simple, we assume that the failure probabilities for each worker 
to execute a job is independent on another. This means that the failure prob- 
ability of a work unit P(W,, C,, EH, W P ,  WS)  can be calculated from the 
product of P({uk), C,, EH, W P ,  W S )  where uk E W,. Before computing 
P({uk),  C,, EH, W P ,  WS),  a linear discriminant function d is found as fol- 
lows: 

For each element (Ci, Wi, Si) in EH, we extract the members of the 
working unit. 

I For each worker uk in the working unit Wi, we obtain the worker's pro- 
files WPkt  and statuses WSkt  at that point of time t .  

We concatenate WPkt ,  WSht ,  and Ci into a new (x + y + m)-ary tuple 
(we call it as a working features vector (w fkti)). And use the tuple to 
find out the linear discriminant function d. 

After the linear discriminant function d is found, we calculate w f kti for 
each working features vector and generate a set D. In the set D, we have 
tuples of the value of d(w f k,i) and its related result, e.g., (0.12, success), 
(- 1, failure), (0.01, failure), etc ....... And we denote it as (dw szufi) 

Then, P({uk),  C,, EH, W P ,  W S )  can be calculated as follows: 

First of all, we extract the user's profiles and statuses and concatenate 
them with C, into a working features vector w fk .  

I Compute the value of d(w fk). 

Compare the value of each d, f,  in D and find N-nearest tuples. 

I Compute the number of tuples where the value of swfi is failure. If the 
number is n ,  the probability of failure is predicted as n /N.  

Finally, P(W,, C,, EH, W P ,  W S )  can be obtained from the product of 
P({uk),  C,, EH, W P ,  W S )  (for each UI, E Wr). 

6. Worker Selection 
As demonstrated in Figure 6 ,  the Worker Selector select a set of disjointed 

work units S .  That is, S = {Wi( Wi is a working unit  and  73Wj, Wj E 
S, Wi # Wj , and  W i U Wj # 4). Also, S satisfied the following constraints: 
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Figure 5. The 110 of the Probability Evaluator 

Worker Selector 

Figure 6. The 110 of the Worker Selector 

If the acceptable risk is R,, S is the assignment with the minimum cost among 
the possible assignments which risk are less than R,. In this article, we adopt 
the risk definition in the domain of information security Tipton and Krause, 
2004 and define risks as follows: 

DEFINITION 7 (RISK) The risk of a request R, is the product of its loss ex- 
pectancy (SLE(CT, H)))(See Section 4) and the probability that a assignment 
Sfails to serve the request (P, (S)). 

Suppose that the failure probability for a working unit to execute a job is in- 
dependent to others. We can calculate PT(S) from the product of P (Wi ,  C,, E H ,  
W P ,  WS)(See Section 5), for each Wi E S. 

With the candidate list LC and cost matrix Mc, we can select S with the 
pseudo-code shown in Figure 7. Generally speaking, the algorithm wishes 
to find S with the minimized cost where P,(S) x SLE(C,, H )  5 R, or 
PT(S) x SLE(C,,  H )  < R,/SLE(C,, H ) .  Obviously, if R,/SLE(CT, H )  is 
greater or equal to 1, any job assignment can satisfy the constraint. Therefore, 
we can select the working unit W in LC with the least cost. Otherwise, because 
0 5 P(Wi,  C,, EH, W P ,  W S )  _< 1, we can apply the logarithmic function 
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1. l f R , / S L E ( C , ,  H )  > 1 then 
2. Select the working unit W in LC with the least cost 
3. S={W}  
4, return S 
5. Else 
6. current~isk = 0 
7. W' = LC 
8 .  S = { }  
9. while current-risk>R, and W' is not empty 
10. Find the work unit Wi in W' with the biggest logP(Wi, C,, E H ,  W P ,  WS)/Cw,, 

where Wi does not contain any workers in S 
11. W'= W ' -  W, 
12. s = s u w ,  
13. currenl~isk = SLE(Cr,  H )  x IIwzESP(Wi,Cr, E H ,  W P ,  W S )  
14. End While 
15. Ifcurrent_risk> R ,  and W' is empty then 
16. The result cannot be found 
17. return 4 
18. Endlf 
19. return S 
20. End 

Figure 7. The Pseudo-code for Worker Selection. 

to the inequality I IwEsP(Wi ,  C,, E H ,  W P ,  W S )  I R,/SLE(C,,  H ) .  The 
line 6-line 19 in Figure 7 try to find a solution to 
CwiEslog(P(Wi, C,, E H ,  W P ,  W S ) )  2 (log(R,)-log(SLE(C,, H ) ) )  with 
the minimized cost. The greedy algorithm is used here to choose the working 
unit with the biggest unit cost of 
log(P(Wi,  C,, E H ,  W P ,  W S ) ) .  

7. Conclusions and Future Work 
We proposed a framework, called Risk-OrientedjoB dispAtching for mobiLo 

workfOrce system (ROBALO), to ease the tension between (a) the reliability 
requirement to service a job request, and (b) the cost of the job's assignment. 
In ROBALO, the risks for a worker or a working group to execute a job as- 
signment are taken into consideration. Such consideration is especially useful 
in the scenario of mobile workforce management because mobile workers may 
usually meet unexpected situations in the field. Therefore, we can use a sys- 
tematic approach to find the assignment with the minimum cost under a cer- 
tain degree of risk. Therefore, job dispatcher can reserve enough resources and 
make enough preparations for a incident. In tradition, job dispatching mecha- 
nism usually take exception handling processes to deal with the failure of job 
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execution. Compared to this approach, the time to discover the failure can be 
saved because we try to do things right at the first time. 

Other than a concrete implementation of ROBALO, there are many inter- 
esting things left to be done. First, we observe that this paper focus on the 
online job dispatching scenarios. Similar methods may be used to develop a 
framework for batch scenarios. Secondly, current design in ROBALO assumes 
that the failure events are independent. The relationship between workers may 
be considered. Finally, our current system uses linear discriminant analysis 
to predict the risk from history data. More complicated approaches, such as 
non-linear programming technologies, may be included. 
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